Designing documents for selective reading

“There are strong indications that many people increasingly resist reading medium-to-long documents. It is therefore important to contribute to the long-term viability of longer documents by providing better support for selective reading. Readers may be more willing to read longer documents knowing they have ample and near-seamless choices regarding which topics they can read and the level of detail at which they can read a particular topic. To design for selective reading requires an understanding of how readers deal with incomplete information and the concepts of prerequisite information and dependency relationships. Three broad approaches can be identified: building supported reading pathways, modularization, and summarization.

All of us regularly engage in selective reading within documents, and our documents offer a wide range of familiar affordances to support selective reading. Traditional documents, such as reports and books, provide support for selective reading through such features as explanatory footnotes, appendices, and optional chapters. In the digital media, a very large class of documents including websites and help systems are strongly nonlinear in their construction and invite readers to descend any branch of a wide hierarchy. Now may be the time, however, to focus our attention on selective reading as a design problem and to devise a broader range of ways to support it.

Why now? There are strong indications that many people are engaging less frequently in the sustained linear reading of medium-to-long documents (Carr, 2010; Liu, 2005; Palfrey & Gasser, 2008; Nicholas et al., 2008; Menzies & Newson, 2007; Richtel, 2010). And why should this be true? First, we appear to be living in an era of information overload (Eppler & Mengis, 2004), where many people feel there is more information they must or want to read (or otherwise process) than they have time for (Thomas et al., 2006; Menzies & Newson, 2007; Wurman, 2001; Schick, Gordon, & Haka, 1990). Second, many people, especially digital natives, prefer to read large numbers of short documents such as text messages and social media posts rather than longer documents (Palfrey & Gasser, 2008; Richtel, 2010).
One response to this likely change in reading habits is a shift to the publication of shorter documents, as can be seen in such new publishing programs as Byliner (Byliner, 2012), Amazon Singles (Dignan, 2010), and SpringerBriefs (Springer, n.d.). But assuming, as we do, that in many situations the world still needs longer documents in order to communicate thoroughly and meaningfully about complex topics, better support for selective reading may contribute to the long-term viability of longer documents. Readers may be more likely to read longer documents if they know they have ample and near-seamless choices regarding which topics within the document they can read and the level of detail at which they can read a particular topic.

Our goal here is to enrich the present understanding of how to design for the selective reading of medium-to-long non-fiction documents belonging to a wide range of genres that inform and educate about a complex body of ideas. We briefly explain how readers deal with incomplete information and how authors manage dependency relationships among the ideas they present. Then we provide a wide-ranging survey of how documents can be designed for selective reading. This survey substantially updates a survey with similar aims written in 1988 (Holland, Charrow, & Wright). We identify and describe three broad approaches to designing for selective reading, and we provide examples of each. These approaches are (1) building supported reading pathways, (2) modularizing content, and (3) summarization.

The rhetoric of dependency relationships

To design for selective reading, there are certain things we must know about how human beings read and how documents must be structured to enable efficient information processing.

How we read

The reading process consists both of taking in new information and applying existing knowledge (Kintsch, 1998; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974). As we absorb new information, we incorporate it into long-term memory and integrate it into our existing knowledge in the form of schemata (Anderson, 2004).

The reading process is robust: we are good at making inferences. That is, if there is a gap in our existing schema, we will draw upon the most relevant information we possess (McNamara & Kintsch, 1996). If we find that an item of relevant information is missing from what we are reading, we can often hold the larger idea in memory and wait for the missing piece. For example, someone who does not know soccer but encounters a routine newspaper article on a particular soccer game will probably be able to understand the gist of the article, especially if that person (as most of us do) has some familiarity with hockey, basketball, or another sport that involves scoring goals or baskets. If the article mentions corner kicks, this reader is apt to figure out that a corner kick is a good scoring opportunity. Furthermore, it is very possible that the detailed account of a particular corner kick will help our reader better understand corner kicks in general. Of course, the robust nature of the reading process has limits. If a lay reader picks up an academic journal article dealing with theoretical physics, the much larger deficit in background knowledge will quickly cause disruption and breakdown in the reading process.

Managing dependency relationships

The reading process greatly influences how we, as writers, sequence the ideas we present in discourse. To minimize the burden of reading and to create a satisfying reading experience, we carefully organize documents to
provide a smooth progression from the initial knowledge level we expect our readers to possess to the full set of ideas we mean to convey (Chambliss & Calfee, 1989).

Let’s first consider book-length documents such as complex expositions and arguments that are strictly linear in their construction – that is, designed to be read from beginning to end. All the chapters (and, within a chapter, all the sections) have a “building block” relationship. Each is a prerequisite to the next as the author carefully manages the expanding information context (what the reader is presumed to have learned from the text). Authors strive to avoid gaps in the presentation, in particular missing or delayed information. Authors also manage the reading experience in many other ways, such as providing previews to activate the relevant schema that readers may have and providing headings to show the hierarchical relationship among the major ideas and to facilitate scanning for information (Lorch, 1989).

While the author of a linear document must manage the evolving context of information carefully, the reader takes on a complementary responsibility to read linearly. If the reader violates their side of this implied contract by skipping sections or chapters, the author’s responsibility ends or is greatly reduced. Few people would sympathize with a reader who jumps around within a complex exposition or argument and then complains that the book is badly written and doesn’t make sense. In much the same way, a hiker in the heavily visited parts of a national forest legitimately expects the trails to be reasonably easy to follow. But if the hiker leaves the trail to bushwhack through the forest and then gets into trouble, the forest managers bear little responsibility.

Non-linear documents offer one or more optional pathways, and each pathway creates a new context and, hence, more complex dependency relationships. An author, for example, might indicate that Chapter 4 is an optional chapter, perhaps a more detailed look at the topic explained in Chapter 3. The book now offers two supported pathways: two contexts have opened for the author to monitor and manage. One context consists of the ideas in Chapters 1–3: the other consists of the ideas in Chapters 1–4. Monitoring and managing these two contexts, while necessary, is not difficult: the author must simply ensure that nothing in Chapter 5 or beyond requires an idea explained only in Chapter 4 for a smooth and productive reading experience.

In genres such as textbooks and computer-based tutorials, multiple contexts (variations in what the reader is presumed to have learned from the text) often arise. Monitoring these multiple contexts can be an arduous or even impossible task for the author. Fortunately, however, because the reading process is robust, multiple contexts can often be managed without monitoring them individually. First, some domains are built in large part upon everyday knowledge that most readers can supply. But even in highly specialized domains (in which dependencies are inherently strong) an author can offer ample background explanations in lieu of monitoring each individual context.

As an analogy, consider a college instructor who is teaching Biology 103 to students who have taken one of three sections of Biology 101 and one of two sections of Biology 102. These five sections have all been taught by different instructors who have covered somewhat different content. The Biology 103 instructor is therefore responsible for six different contexts (3 x 2). Rather than monitoring these specific contexts (maintaining an ongoing awareness of the individual information gaps of the six subsets of students who have studied in the different sections), the instructor manages the dependency relationships in a generalized “shotgun” style. That is, whenever she introduces a new topic, she will provide ample background information so as to be reasonably confident that her students will understand the new topic regardless of which section of Biology 101 and 102 each student has taken.
Modularization is a very different means of managing dependency relationships. Here discrete chunks of content are written as free-standing modules for which there are no prerequisites (other than a certain baseline level of general knowledge and reading ability). The reader can choose which modules to read or skip without any loss of context (that is, without reaching a place in the document where prerequisite information is missing). For example, Farkas recalls that his high school biology textbook took the form of ten modular chapters, each dealing with a system of the human body (e.g., the digestive system). Because of the modular design, the chapters could be read in any order (except that the chapter on the reproductive system was printed in a separate booklet the class never saw).

Dependency relationships are rhetorical

Dependency relationships are not an inherent characteristic of texts but rather are rhetorical, dependent on the background knowledge, needs, and temperament of individual readers. If a mathematics instructor peruses a newly published algebra textbook, let us say a textbook in which the chapters are designed for linear reading, the instructor, because of her advanced knowledge of the domain of algebra, can skip chapters with little or no disruption. For her – though not for her students – there are no prerequisites.

A middle school student who needs only basic information about the Normandy Invasion might stumble upon a complex, sophisticated book about World War II. The book’s chapter on the Normandy Invasion includes many themes developed earlier in the book, themes that the student, looking only at this chapter, cannot possibly understand. Still, for this student’s limited information needs, the chapter may prove fully adequate.

With regard to temperament, some readers have more tolerance than others for processing information for which their background is not ideal (Lee, 2005). By way of analogy, a confident student who did well in his high school biology course might register for Biology 102 and figure he can cope with whatever information he missed by not taking Biology 101.

Three approaches to designing for selective reading

We now turn to the main part of this study, where we identify and explain the three approaches to designing for selective reading: (1) building supported reading pathways, (2) modularizing content, and (3) summarization. We recognize that among the vast number of individual designs for supporting selective reading there are hybrids that span the approaches we identify. But our classification and the examples we provide should be helpful in any analysis of the many designs we do not cover and in future design work. Note that we exclude from consideration the extensive work that has been done on XML and content management systems (Albers, 2003; Boiko, 2005). We do so because content management systems are intended to create a multitude of customized documents rather than documents with

Figure 1. A node-link diagram of a multipath document with two optional nodes and two sets of alternative nodes.
special affordances for supporting selective reading. This is true even for content management systems in which users are empowered to create their own custom documents (Rockley, 2001; Severson, 2009).

Building supported reading pathways

Building supported reading pathways is sometimes described as the *layering* of information (Holland, Charrow, & Wright, 1988; Graham, 2009). Four key ways to do so are described below. These are (1) employing optional components, (2) employing alternative components, (3) multipath design, and (4) employing gateway components.

Optional components

Optional components, as noted above, include explanatory footnotes, appendices, and optional chapters. These and other optional components share an implied contract with the reader. Nothing they contain can be a prerequisite for reading the core document. Note that an optional component – for example an optional chapter or appendix – can either open up a new topic or elaborate on a topic covered in the core document.

Alternative (split-join) components

Another technique is to provide two (or more) alternative pathways. That is, the main reading pathway splits into branches, each of which contains the prerequisite information that will be necessary when the branches re-join. Consider, for example, a statistics textbook or an on-screen tutorial that offers two alternative units on multivariate regression, one with examples drawn from the social sciences and one with examples from the natural sciences. The reader is invited to read the most relevant unit knowing that either choice provides the necessary background for all subsequent units.

Multipath designs

The conjoint use of optional and alternative components, illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 1, can be usefully regarded as a distinct technique.

Textbooks, both print and electronic, are often multipath designs. Publishers and textbook authors seek broad adoption by instructors who have different preferences regarding course topics, whose students have different backgrounds, and whose school terms are of different lengths. To provide flexibility in the use of the textbook, there are often alternative (split-join) chapters and, even more frequently, optional chapters. These options are typically described in the preface or in a teacher’s guide. Many computer games are also multipath designs.

Gateway components

Most computer manuals and almost all websites are structured as a hierarchy with multiple branches that readers are invited to descend. The top node of these documents – the home page of the website or the introductory chapter of the manual – functions as a gateway component. The top node provides the foundational information that enables the reader to descend productively any branch of the hierarchy.

Because few people wish to read computer manuals from cover to cover, the introductory (or gateway) chapter explains basic concepts and provides an overview of the interface. The author’s intention is that the gateway chapter will prepare the reader to successfully read any of the subsequent chapters. Readers, of course, may skip even the gateway chapter and perhaps endure some disruption due to lost context when they try to use the manual. At times the gateway chapter is designed to prepare the reader to read most – but not all – of the subsequent chapters. For example, while the gateway chapter prepares the reader for Chapter 6, *Basic Styles*, both the gateway chapter and Chapter 6 are required
for Chapter 7, *Advanced Styles*. Ideally the titles of the chapters will reveal the special dependency relationship, as they do in this example.

Authors of computer manuals (and other kinds of technical documents) are especially likely to think about dependency relationships as they plan and write their manuals. Recognizing that readers favor modular designs, they will design a chapter to be modular if they can do so. Like textbooks, manuals often explain dependency relationships in a preface. Indeed, there are manuals in which complex reading pathways are revealed in a flowchart-like diagram.

Much like computer manuals, the home page of every website provides enough foundational information for the reader to navigate confidently to any second-level page or node. Also, with the benefit of this gateway information, the reader can navigate from any second-level node to any other second-level node, usually following lateral links, as shown in Figure 2 (Farkas & Farkas, 2002). These lateral links take the form of a navigation bar or similar global navigation element. Somewhat like the home page, each of the second-level nodes functions as a gateway for its own child nodes and enables readers to navigate confidently among these siblings.

An interesting and problematic issue arises with the associative links that jump across the main branches of the hierarchy at Level 3 and below, also shown in Figure 2. These associative links do not connect nodes that share a parent, and so the reader who follows an associative link is moving from one information context to another. What is the writer’s contract with the reader if the writer/web designer builds such associative links, as they regularly do? The reader, we believe, has the right to expect the content of the destination page to be relevant to the page with the link. (We’ve all been annoyed by stupid, machine-generated links that take us to irrelevant destinations.) But there is no implied promise that the reader will be able to fully understand the content of a destination page, for that page belongs to a different context and may have different prerequisite information. In much the same way, there is no implied promise to someone who drops into an interior page of a website using a search engine. In both cases, however, the reader can expect to find the prerequisite information by navigating upward on the branch on which the destination node resides.

Figure 2. A node-link diagram of a website showing the primary links that comprise the website’s hierarchical structure, lateral cross links that connect sibling nodes, and two associative links.
Modular design

Modular design is the second approach to designing for selective reading. Here the strategy shifts from planning specific pathways to creating content that supports all pathways and navigation choices. The paradigmatic example of modular design is the traditional encyclopedia article. No article will refer you to another article or an external information source as a prerequisite, although they may provide cross references to articles of related interest. Among the many books that consist of free-standing modules are those that follow the model exemplified by these (imaginary) titles: Forty Ways to Save Our Planet or Ten Ways to Survive the Coming Economic Collapse. The reader of these and similar books does not need to read linearly through the text. She can pick and choose among the modules.

The problem of redundancy

A major drawback of modular design is the redundancy that occurs when foundational concepts need to be repeated in more than one module. For example, assuming that Forty Ways to Save Our Planet includes five modules dealing with greenhouse gases, the concept of greenhouse gases must be explained, at least briefly, in each of the five modules to avoid puzzling readers who don’t know this concept. Explanations of various biology concepts had to be repeated in several chapters of the modular biology textbook, adding significantly to its length.

To avoid this drawback, designers may choose to blend the modular approach with other strategies. For example, a hypertext version of Forty Ways to Save Our Planet might be authored so that a node explaining greenhouse gases serves as a gateway node to the five dependent nodes.

Modularity via adaptive techniques (AHA!)

AHA! is an adaptive hypermedia educational system well known among researchers. It is adaptive insofar as the content it displays, the quizzing it may conduct, and other system behaviors are personalized to each user’s actions. AHA! was created by Paul De Bra, a faculty member at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (De Bra, Smits, & Stash, 2006). The most significant application of AHA! has been De Bra’s web-based course “Hypermedia Structures and Systems” (http://www.is.win.tue.nl/2L690), but AHA! functions as a reading system as well as a learning/courseware delivery system.

The unrestricted (or mostly unrestricted) navigation that comes with modularity is central to the design of AHA! AHA!, however, employs digital technology that is far more sophisticated than straightforward hypertext linking. Among the benefits of this technology is the elimination of redundancy. Instead of requiring authors to provide the same foundational information on multiple nodes, AHA! adaptively interposes prerequisite information in response to the user’s individual navigation choices. So, as shown below, if the user encounters a mention of Ted Nelson’s visionary hypertext system Xanadu without having read the full page explaining it, a capsule explanation of Xanadu is interposed:

In Xanadu (a fully distributed hypertext system, developed by Ted Nelson at Brown University, from 1965 on) there was only one protocol . . . .

(From the course Hypermedia Structures and Systems, De Bra, 2008).

AHA! will then remember that Xanadu has been explained and does not interpose this explanation in the future.

AHA! employs a domain model consisting of the dependency relationships among all the concepts that make up the subject matter. For example, if the domain is algebra, the domain model includes each of the concepts being taught along with a rigorous and formal specification of which concepts should be taught and learned.
before which other concepts. At the present time at least, no computer system can build such a domain model. This task must be carried out by the content author.

The second major component of AHA! is a user model. The user model, which is updated continuously as the user navigates through the system, consists first and foremost of a record of the visited nodes. However, AHA! can also question the user and use the results to modify the user model. AHA! can even modify the user model on the basis of assumptions about how much the user may have forgotten between sessions or the user’s preferred learning style (e.g., favoring text or visuals) (De Bra, 2008, p. 36). The domain model and the user model jointly make possible the interposition of content elements, such as the explanation of Xanadu, to provide the prerequisite information the user will need as she navigates from one page to another.

In other instances, AHA! makes clear to the user that she lacks the prerequisite information she is likely to need to read certain content elements productively, and offers more suitable alternatives. This feature enables AHA! to manage domains in which complete modularity isn’t feasible. The user interface for this feature (which AHA! shares with several other adaptive educational hypermedia systems) is shown in Figure 3. A red dot appears before links to lessons that the user is not prepared for, a green dot before links to lessons that the user can read productively, and a white dot before links to lessons the system thinks the user already knows. When a check mark accompanies a white dot, the user knows the lesson because she has already visited it. If the user is an aggressive reader or learner or has a better background than the system supposes, she can access and read a red dot lesson. Another option in AHA! is for the author to hide or disable links to content the user is not prepared for.

AHA!, then, is a highly sophisticated example of modularity as an approach to designing for selective reading. Later, we will examine SwitchBack, a reading environment that uses much simpler adaptive technology to enhance the summarization approach.

Summarization to support selective reading

Summarization is the final approach to designing documents for selective reading. This approach differs from the others in regard to its purpose. The modularization approach offers readers a choice of which topics to read, and the supported reading pathways approach offers either a choice of which topics to read or a choice in the depth of treatment (e.g., an appendix that expands upon an idea discussed in the body of the document). The summarization approach only offers a choice in depth of treatment, the choice between a summary or the full content.

The most prevalent summarization strategy is the single introductory summary. We often read an introductory summary to decide whether we have any interest in the document. If we do read the full document, we will retain more because we have already read the summary (Lorch & Lorch, 1995). In addition, reading an
introductory summary offers some support for selective reading. First, the summary provides the reader with a certain amount of prerequisite information, information that substitutes for what the reader misses by reading selectively within the document. Second, because a summary typically maps (at least loosely) the structure of the document, the summary, in conjunction with the document’s headings, helps the reader locate sought-for information within the document. Another summarization strategy is the use of multiple summaries. Note that placing a summary at the end of a document or at the end of each chapter promotes retention but does not support selective reading. Now we examine three multiple summary designs.

A BBC website

A web-based historical narrative produced by the BBC (n.d.) concerning the ongoing conflict between India and Pakistan provides us with a straightforward example of the multiple summary strategy. The website consists of an introductory web page followed by nine more pages that make up a chronological sequence. As shown in Figure 4, the reader can choose to read any of the nine chronological pages at two different levels of detail:

![Figure 4. The fourth segment of the BBC narrative. This is the briefest of the nine chronological segments.](image-url)
summary or in full. Because each of these summaries explicitly maps to a particular section of the document, the BBC design offers better support for locating information than does a single summary. If you encounter an interesting idea in the summary of the fourth section of the document, you know that the complete discussion appears in the full version of the fourth segment.

This design, however, does not address the problem of lost context. When readers who have read one or more summaries rather than the corresponding sections of the full document switch to the full version of a subsequent section of the document, they may find themselves lacking some relevant background information. The problem of lost context can be reduced by writing longer summaries, but this reduces the savings in time that largely motivates summarization in the first place.

Despite the drawback of lost context, within-document summaries are still effective. Because the reading process is robust, the reader can usually manage even after missing some prerequisite information. If necessary, the reader can hunt backward through the full narratives to find missing information that will alleviate the confusion.

**QuikScan**

Further possibilities for the multiple summary approach are illustrated by the QuikScan document format (Zhou & Farkas, 2010). QuikScan employs numerous summaries placed strategically within a document, very often directly following a heading. As shown in Figure 5, QuikScan summaries are formatted as numbered list items. These numbers correspond to target numbers placed in the body of the document. Readers can read summaries instead of the detailed content, use the summaries as previews, or navigate quickly to the place where a summarized idea is fully discussed in the body of the document. Empiri-

---

**Proxy Caches**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7</th>
<th>Proxy caches are used by large organizations to serve many users.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Users can request a proxy cache through a setting on their browser, but requests from browsers can be redirected automatically through “interception.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Because proxy caches are shared caches, they re-use a single representation and reduce latency and network traffic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Proxy caches work on the same principle as browser caches, but serve hundreds or thousands of users; large corporations and ISPs often set them up on their firewalls or as standalone devices (also known as intermediaries).

8 Because proxy caches aren’t part of the client or the origin server, but instead are out on the network, requests have to be routed to them in some manner. One way to do this is to use your browser’s proxy setting to manually tell it what proxy to use; another is using interception. Interception proxies have web requests redirected to them by the underlying network itself, so that clients don’t need to be configured for them, or even know about them.

9 Proxy caches are a type of shared cache; rather than just having one person using them, they usually have a large number of users, and because of this they are very good at reducing latency and network traffic. That’s because popular representations are reused a number of times.

---

Figure 5. A portion of a QuikScanned document showing a summary following a heading. The three numbered list items in the summary correspond to target numbers in the body of the text.
cal studies demonstrate that reading a QuikScanned document improves comprehension, (Zhou, 2008; Van der Meij & Van der Meij, 2012), facilitates navigation within the document (Zhou & Farkas, 2009), and elicits a positive response from readers (Zhou 2008; Van der Meij & Van der Meij, 2012). It is highly plausible that the increase in comprehension would apply to other instances of the multiple summary strategy.

Because of its numbering scheme, QuikScan allows readers to navigate from a summarized idea to the full discussion at a finer level of granularity than does the BBC design. QuikScan also has potential as an assistive technology for blind readers. In an informal pilot study, a blind student who often waits impatiently while his text-to-speech software pronounces unwanted information jumped directly to the sought-for information (Zhou, 2008). Note, however, that QuikScan, like the BBC website, does not address the lost context problem.

SwitchBack

SwitchBack (2010), shown in Figure 6, is a multiple summary design that does address the lost context problem. It was developed by Farkas and Raleigh at the University of Washington in conjunction with students in the SwitchBack Research Group. It is a working prototype with just basic functionality.

SwitchBack documents are specially authored for the SwitchBack application. The author writes a Lite (summarized) and a Study (complete) version of each section of the document. The reader can then choose whether to read the Lite or Study version of each section. Like AHA!, SwitchBack works adaptively by tracking the

Figure 6. The table of contents of a SwitchBack document and the content displayed when a reader switches from the Lite version of Section 1 to the Study version of Section 2.
reader’s navigation through the document and interposing necessary information to prevent a loss of context.

Figure 6 shows a portion of a historical narrative (adapted from Wikipedia) about the Battle of Hampton Roads (often referred to as the battle between the Monitor and Merrimack) during the United States Civil War. It was the first naval battle between ironclad warships. In the figure, we can see that the reader chose to read the Lite version of Section 1 and then switched to the Study version of Section 2. SwitchBack has interposed the prerequisite information (the goal of the Confederacy) that the reader missed by not reading the Study 1 component (the Study version of Section 1). The reader, therefore, is not hindered by the lack of prerequisite information as she reads the Study 2 component. We refer to this interposed prerequisite information as *bridge text* or *bridge components*. If the reader had read Lite 1, Lite 2, and Study 3, SwitchBack would have interposed bridge components 1 and 2 (rather than just bridge component 1). We display bridge components to readers under the heading *What you missed in Study X*. The essence of SwitchBack is simply this: whenever the reader makes a switch from Lite to Study content, any prerequisite information is interposed as bridge text.

Authoring a SwitchBack document requires only a modest technical background, but sophisticated writing skills. Careful decisions must be made about dividing the document into sections and deciding what information belongs in the Lite and bridge components. To make these decisions, the author must keep track of all the pathways readers can take as they choose between the Lite and Study versions of each section. To limit the complexity of this task, the practical limit to the number of sections in a SwitchBack document is five. An MS Word authoring template helps authors keep track of their Lite, Study, and bridge components. While only a working prototype, SwitchBack demonstrates that it is possible to address the lost context problem inherent in multiple summaries by interposing key ideas from sections of the full document that the reader has chosen to bypass.

**Conclusion**

This survey has identified three broad approaches to designing documents for selective reading and has described a wide range of designs, old and new, simple and complex. These approaches accord with categories of hypertext structures that derive from graph theory (Parunak, 1991; Farkas & Farkas, 2002). The pathways approach corresponds to multipath and hierarchical structures. It constrains navigation and carefully manages dependency relationships. The modularization approach corresponds to the web-like structure (an arbitrary network of nodes). It allows unconstrained navigation, but strives to make each node free-standing because the many incoming links make it difficult to manage dependencies. Finally, multiple summaries are a form of matrix. For example, the navigation panel of *The Battle of Hampton Roads* is a matrix consisting of four rows and two columns. Some matrix hypertexts are written so that each node or cell of the matrix is modular. Multiple summary matrixes, however, are not inherently modular, which is why prerequisite information must often be interposed. One might also choose to regard adaptive techniques as a separate, fourth category. Or, from a somewhat different perspective, regard pathways, modularity, and adaptive techniques as the fundamental categories with summarization, especially multiple summaries, as a hybrid.

In an era in which many people resist reading extended text, longer documents that enable a highly satisfying selective-reading experience are valuable for both individual readers and society as a whole. A future in which such documents are prevalent is better, we think, than an alternative future in which there is less
creation or wide dissemination of longer documents on the grounds that people are not likely to read them. If designers can propose ways to provide a highly satisfying selective-reading experience, perhaps with designs better than those that exist now, it may be possible to strengthen content publishers’ commitment to extended text.
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